
Sunday 6th February 2022 

Barnet Sunday League Division Six Match at Enfield Playing Fields (Pitch 12) 
 

Kick-Off: 1.30 pm. 
 

Result: COLNEY HATCH ATHLETIC ......... 2   EDMONTON ROVERS ...................... 1 Half-Time: 0-1 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Tyler MEADER   

2 RB Roshan SHAH   

5 RCB/LCB HT Chris JORDANOU   

4 LCB Natan PAWLACZYK (Captain) OFF (Inj.) 28/BACK ON 31/OFF HT  

3 LB Lenny CHARLES   

20 RM/CF 60 Gianni DIPO   

8 CM Dapo ALAOYE   

18 CM Tobi CHARLES   

9 LM/CF 60 Myreon KEANE OFF 73  

16 CF Harvey ANTONIOU OFF 60  

10 CF Josh WAKEFORD OFF 60/BACK ON 73 45+2 Mins. 

SUBSTITUTES 

6 RCB Jack VANVYNCK ON 28/OFF 31/BACK ON HT  

14 RM Tairique HARRISON ON 60  

11 LM Harry DORWARD ON 60  

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

MANAGER: Tony McKay                         CLUB LINESMAN: Various             ATTENDANCE: 28 

OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT (WhatsApp Group & Ex-Players): Laurence Hughes, Stuart Dorward, Roderick Bennett, 

Louis Bennett Sr., Lorna Bennett, Sarah Keane, Mike Jordanou, Keith Charles, Tracey Charles, Dele Alaoye, Tim Wakeford, 

Verity Wakeford, Sarah Dorward 

REFEREE: Ian Gray                                

BOOKINGS: One C.H.A. player   SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Mainly sunny with near gale-force wind down pitch. (Against us in First Half) STATE OF PITCH: Good! 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (4 Players): Leon Mc-Kenzie-McKay, Max Mir, Lexton Harrison, Bob Cleary (Club Linesman) (All Family 

Commitments), Stuart Dorward (Injured) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-2-3-1):   1. Nima Dekhordy (GK); 18. Jun Ming Shik (RB), 4. Arnav Jhanji (RCB), 69. Lithira 

Abhayaratne (LCB), 16. Ronan Lavery (LB); -. Charlie Craig (RM), -. Tom Holden (CM); 16. Brathe Yakshan (RM), 10. Abdulkarim 

Kozbar (ACM), 7. Avi Kabrielian (LM…Captain); 6. Aren Kabrelian (CF)  

Subs.  ?. Preven Vahesan, 9. Faheem Miah, ?. Joshua Akeredolou, ?. Jordan Okoli, 99. Akhil Palaniappan 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:   Kozbar (79, 90+2 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

With this game having been switched from the 3G pitch at Highlands School to a grass pitch at Enfield Playing Fields at short notice due to a 

double-booking, we ended up with skipper Natan Pawlaczyk only being able to play for the First Half due to pre-arranged family 

commitments, while the afternoon kick-off had also put paid to three other players for that reason. However, we were still able to name a 

stronger squad than the one we fielded against the same opponents back in December in our Home match against them when we threw away 

a 5-1 lead and went on to lose 7-5 amidst all sorts of rollockings from certain Management Committee members/Coaches at the time. We 

therefore decided to go into this match a bit more relaxed in the knowledge that we had looked a lot stronger defensively in recent matches 

while Colney Hatch Athletic had lost four in a row and did not appear to have as much of a settled side as us. Despite having to kick into a 

near gale-force wind in the First Half then, we still managed to create chances with Gianni Dipo and Harvey Antoniou both using their 

physical strength to hold the ball up and outmuscle defenders, and although we did have a couple of lucky escapes at the other end when 

Colney Hatch players shot wide when it was easier to score, Josh Wakeford was able to give us a 1-0 Half-Time lead with a looping header 

after a scramble in the area two minutes into added-on-time. With the wind (and occasional low sun) behind us in the Second Half it looked 

as if we would surely go on to notch just our third League win of the season, but with ‘Natty’ missing we were always going to be less solid at 

the back and it resulted in another even half of football with chances at both ends. Colney Hatch had to wait until the 79th minute for their 

rather inevitable equaliser though, but it was a really poor goal to concede as keeper Tyler Meader seemed to get his angles all wrong and 

left a massive gap for a mis-hit shot from Abdulkarim Kozbar to trickle into the far corner. However, we really should have regained the lead 

in the 86th minute when a brilliant fast move on the break saw Josh Wakeford tackle himself almost on the goal-line from our man-of-the-

match Gianni Dipo’s perfect low cross and we were then made to pay for that when Colney Hatch scored the winning goal instead in the 

second minute of added-on-time as Kozbar scored his second with a curling shot that may well have caught on a gust of wind when it was 

initially going wide, although our opponents footage from the other side of the pitch showed that keeper Meader was very much unsighted by 

players in front of him. It was a painful way to lose a match, but our young side are increasingly showing they can give other teams in the 

division a very close game even when we have all of our over-35’s unavailable to help them. 


